
VIVID & NATURAL SERIES
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The Vivid Series is comprised of  six high gloss acrylic colors. These 

colors are available with a matching matte melamine back and can be 

ordered with a matching or two-tone edge banding.

The Natural Series is available in six textured melamine colors. All 

colors are two sided and edge banded with matching banding.

Founded in 1994, Doormark, Inc. is among the largest manufacturers 

of  3D laminated components on the East Coast. Our corporate offices 

and 60,000 square foot manufacturing facility are located at 430 

Goolsby Boulevard in Deerfield Beach, Florida.

As always, we greatly appreciate the loyalty and continued support of  

our valued customers. We invite you to experience the difference of  

Doormark, the true mark of  excellence.

The Vivid Series and the Natural Series



The True Mark of Excellence
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Two Edge Banding Styles

SOLID TWO TONE



Through high brilliance and a stunning depth of  color, the Vivid Series 

effortlessly projects itself  to the top of  the high gloss surfaces. The special 

Top X surface ensures a high degree of  resistance to mechanical and 

chemical influences and makes polishing unnecessary. All components are 

supplied with a protective surface film that once removed, leaves the near 

mirror quality surface on display. Acrylux Top X is perfect for all 

applications where luxury, luster and durability are a necessity.

A. Red | B. Dark Grey | C. Black

D. Polar White | E. Crème | F. Cappuccino
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The Natural Series is a collection of  attractive woodgrain colors and 

textures that encompass traditional and classic designs alongside 

contemporary and modern trends. Texture is no longer a secondary 

consideration after color choice. It is now used to give more depth, 

realism and a unique character to your designs and projects. 

A. Driftwood | B. Woodline Cream | C. Monaco

D. Marseille | E. Milano | F. Tenino Wenge
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CONTACT

www.doormark.com

888.969.0124

954.418.4700

954.418.4703 (F)

430 Goolsby Blvd.

Deerfield Beach, FL

33442


